I. Introduction

Forecasts of far-reaching climate change in the Arctic have stimulated new thinking about the security situation in the region. Some have identified the region as heading towards conflict, notably over natural resources, and official documents of the five Arctic littoral states—Canada, Denmark, Norway, Russia and the United States—refer to the potential for military confrontation and indicate a perceived need to increase military capabilities accordingly (see figure 1). All five states have strengthened their military presence in the Arctic or increased military capabilities for Arctic use and have presented plans for further strengthening of their military capabilities, especially in the Arctic areas beyond their national territories. Overall, however, the official documents are cautious towards expanding military policies in the Arctic: while recognizing the need to improve security and policing in the region, they stop well short of a militarization of Arctic security issues.

In 2012 SIPRI provided an overview of the capabilities of Canada, Denmark, Norway, Russia and the USA for military operations in the Arctic and ongoing or planned improvements in those capabilities. Since then, relations between Russia and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)—of which the other four Arctic littoral states are members—have deteriorated dramatically, to what Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev called in early 2016 ‘a new cold war’. The rift between the West and Russia—due to Russia’s intervention in Ukraine from early 2014 and Russia’s more assertive or aggressive foreign policy—has made the other Arctic countries more concerned about the aims of Russia’s military modernization in the Arctic. Some observers have seen this Russia–West confrontation as a new driver of militarization in the Arctic and as increasing the possibility of tensions between


2 ‘Militarization’ here means the threat of using military force to influence or ‘solve’ the issue of overlapping claims in the Arctic region outside the national territories.


Figure 1. Map of the Arctic littoral states
NATO and Russia spilling over to the Arctic. This paper re-examines how the specific Arctic military capabilities of the five Arctic littoral states have changed or are planned to change. In doing so, it builds on the 2012 review and adds developments between 2012 and late 2015.

II. Canada

Under a ‘use it or lose it’ slogan, the Canadian Government under Stephen Harper, Prime Minister from February 2006 until November 2015, pressed for economic exploitation of the Arctic and prioritized protecting and strengthening Canada’s ‘Arctic sovereignty’. Canada’s defence policy is contained in the 2008 Canada First Defence Strategy, which includes plans for investments until 2028. It put a renewed emphasis on defending Canada’s sovereignty, including in the Arctic region as it becomes more accessible. Canada’s Arctic policy is specified in the government’s Northern Strategy, which was released in July 2009. This increased policy emphasis has been matched by a limited expansion of special Arctic forces and increased training in Arctic environments, but only partly by the procurement of new equipment.

The idea that the threat to Canada’s Arctic sovereignty is sufficient to require the acquisition of substantial numbers of expensive heavy weapons is not held by all in Canada. In October 2015 Justin Trudeau’s Liberal party won the elections. While in opposition, the Liberals criticized Harper’s defence policies, but their Arctic policies are likely to be similar to those of the previous government. The Liberals’ election programme called Canada First ‘underfunded and out of date’ and promised a ‘renewed focus on surveillance and control of Canadian territory and approaches, particularly our Arctic regions’ and a stronger navy as a ‘top priority’. This is to be partly funded by cancelling plans for the procurement of F-35 combat aircraft in favour of a less costly solution and partly by increasing military spending. Trudeau also promised to stand up to ‘the bully that is Vladimir Putin’.

Air capabilities

The Royal Canadian Air Force operates 18 CP-140 (P-3C) anti-submarine warfare (ASW) aircraft that have the range to patrol the Arctic region from
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their base on the east coast of Canada. Under a programme started in 1998, the aircraft are being modernized so that at least 10 will be in operation until 2030.\(^{12}\) Canada First includes a planned replacement of 10–12 new aircraft from 2020, but that commitment seems to have been replaced by the planned use of the CP-140 until 2030. Canada also has 77 F/A-18 combat aircraft stationed in south east and central Canada that are regularly deployed in the Arctic region, especially to intercept Russian bomber and reconnaissance aircraft close to Canada’s airspace. They can operate from four secondary air bases in northern Canada at Inuvik and Yellowknife, both in the Northwest Territories (NWT), and Iqaluit and Rankin Inlet, both in Nunavut.\(^{13}\) The F/A-18s are supported by seven tanker aircraft.\(^{14}\) Canada First planned to replace the F/A-18s with 65 F-35 Joint Strike Fighters (JSFs) from 2020. The government repeatedly linked their purchase to Russian long-range bomber aircraft operations over the Arctic.\(^{15}\) However, the choice of the F-35 was reviewed in 2012 and the selection process for a new combat aircraft was restarted. In their election programme, the Liberals announced that in a revised plan the F-35 would be replaced by an alternative cheaper aircraft.\(^{16}\) By mid 2016 the F/A-18E was reported to be the government’s favourite.\(^{17}\)

Canadian helicopters and transport aircraft operate regularly in the Arctic region, including using improvised and temporary airfields made on snow or ice.\(^{18}\) Aircraft acquisitions in recent years, such as the C-130J and C-17 transport aircraft, have been partly for Arctic missions.\(^{19}\) New search and rescue (SAR) aircraft are planned for use in the Arctic but are delayed until after 2025. In the meantime, the existing DHC-6 transport aircraft are being modernized.\(^{20}\) Canadian acquisition plans (since around 2009) also include up to 12 armed unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in the 1.5 billion Canadian dollar ($1.5 billion) Joint Uninhabited Surveillance and Target Acquisition System (JUSTAS) project. The UAVs are to operate in signals intelligence, maritime patrol and armed combat roles. By early 2016 no orders had yet been placed, but the acquisition of at least some of the UAVs specifically for Arctic surveillance had become a priority.\(^{21}\)
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Canada operates an extensive network of air surveillance radars in the north of the country—the North Warning System—which forms part of the North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) (see section VI below).\(^2\) The Northern Strategy includes plans for surveillance systems, including satellites and underwater surveillance systems, to monitor the Arctic region and ship movements within it.\(^3\)

Under the project Polar Epsilon, data from the high-resolution civilian radar-equipped earth observation satellite RadarSat II is used for surveillance of the Arctic region. RadarSat II was launched in 2007 and was modified from July 2009 to provide higher resolutions.\(^4\) Two specific military ground stations were to be operational by late 2011 and two additional satellites were originally planned for launch in 2014–15.\(^5\) However, this programme has been modified to use data from three civilian satellites, to be launched in 2018, linked to a military network to be ordered in 2017 for delivery in 2019.\(^6\)

**Land capabilities**

In 2011, Major General Alan Howard, Assistant Chief of the Land Staff of the Canadian Army, complained that the army had lost the ‘ability to operate up north in the Arctic’ because of the focus on operations in Afghanistan.\(^7\) However, all Canadian land forces receive basic cold weather training and have cold weather personal equipment, while much of Canada’s heavy equipment is cold weather capable to some extent and increased winter training of large units is part of the Canada First policy.\(^8\) The army’s capabilities for Arctic operations are being improved with new winter uniforms to be delivered from 2021, while an order for up to 100 snow-capable vehicles is planned after 2021.\(^9\)
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The main Arctic force is the Canadian Rangers, a lightly armed militia force with a patrol and reconnaissance role in northern Canada, trained and equipped for year-round Arctic operations. Its size was increased from 4100 to 5000 personnel between 2008 and 2012, and it was provided with new equipment, including 6600 rifles. The new Liberal government plans to further increase the size of the Rangers. In addition, a special small battalion-sized (500 troops) regular army unit for Arctic operations is to be set up. Since 2008, Canadian reserve forces have included an Arctic company, based in Yellowknife, NWT, which under the Northern Strategy is planned to have a strength of 100 by 2019.

Since the 1950s, a small military base has been located at Alert on Ellesmere Island, Nunavut, in the extreme north east of Canada, facing Greenland. In order to improve Arctic training, a special Arctic training centre was opened in Resolute Bay, Nunavut, in 2013.

### Sea capabilities

Canada's 13 major surface warships are large enough, and its 4 diesel-electric submarines have enough range, to operate in the Arctic Ocean. The Canadian Navy has no ice-strengthened warships, but patrolling the Arctic is mainly done by the Canadian Coast Guard (under the Department of Fisheries and Oceans). The coast guard has six large icebreakers (two ‘heavy’ and four ‘medium’) and seven small icebreakers, all unarmed. However, most of these can only operate in the Arctic in the summer. When elected, Harper promised three new large icebreakers. In the Canada First and the Northern Strategy documents one large icebreaker was planned for the coast guard, replacing an older ship, to be operational by 2017 at a cost of 720 million Canadian dollars ($720 million). They also set out plans for six to eight large Arctic offshore patrol vessels (OPVs) for the navy, with a light icebreaking capacity.
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Despite the Arctic prioritization, both plans have been seriously delayed. A design for the icebreaker was ordered in 2012, but in 2013 production was delayed to prioritize the non-Arctic acquisition of support ships for the navy. The icebreaker will not be ready before 2021 and, with the price estimated in 2014 at 1.3 billion Canadian dollars ($1.2 billion), there is some speculation that it might be cancelled.42 Due to budget constraints, only five OPVs were ordered (with an option of one more) for 3.5 billion Canadian dollars ($2.9 million)—instead of the 3.1 billion planned—for delivery between 2018 and 2022.43 Production of the first vessel started in 2015.44 However, the Liberals promised to prioritize the navy and claimed to have the funds to build icebreakers (plural), the OPVs, the support ships and other equipment.45

The nearest Canadian naval base to the Arctic region is at Halifax, Nova Scotia, in the far south east of Canada.46 The small existing coast guard base at Nanisivik on Baffin Island, Nunavut, was due to be expanded in the period 2010–15, at a cost of 100 million Canadian dollars ($100 million), to become a naval base with docking and supply facilities.47 However, this programme has also been downsized to a refuelling base and delayed by several years.48

III. Denmark, including Greenland

Denmark’s defence policy is outlined in its Defence Agreements. The 2009 Danish Defence Agreement (for the period 2010–14) and the 2012 Danish Defence Agreement (for the period 2013–17) feature special sections on the Arctic, underline the new geostrategic significance of the region, and include additional resources for strengthening Danish special forces and other forces that can be used in the Arctic.49 A special Arctic strategy was adopted in 2011.50

In October 2012 the Greenland and Faroe Islands commands were merged into a new joint military Arctic Command headquartered in Nuuk, Greenland. The small headquarters has around 85 personnel and coordinates deployment of Danish military units in the North Atlantic and Arctic
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regions. It has some small units and several patrol ships and aircraft more or less permanently assigned to it, but can be quickly reinforced with other Danish military assets. 51 Both Defence Agreements included the establishment of a modular Arctic Response Force or Joint Arctic Preparedness Force, composed of different parts of the Danish armed forces for operation on Greenland and in other Arctic areas. 52 However, the Danish state auditing agency, Rigsrevisionen, concluded in October 2013 that the government had over the previous nine years provided insufficient funds and equipment for the Danish forces to fulfil their Arctic tasks, in particular SAR and environmental protection. 53 According to the 2012 Defence Agreement, a ‘comprehensive analysis of the future tasks of the defence in the Arctic’ will be conducted by 2017, including options for cooperation with all other Arctic countries. 54

**Air capabilities**

Denmark operates three unarmed maritime patrol aircraft over the Baltic Sea and off Greenland. The 2012 Defence Agreement includes substantial funds for testing different additional surveillance options for the Arctic, including UAVs and the use of existing satellites. 55 Plans for the potential deployment of F-16 combat aircraft to Greenland have also been reported. 56 In the past, Danish F-16s have sometimes used Søndre Strømfjord (Kangerlussuaq) Airport in western Greenland. 57 The renewed use of the currently dormant Thule Air Base in the north west of Greenland has also been considered (see section VI). 58 In August 2014, two fully armed F-16s flew for three days from both bases to test their Arctic capabilities. A further two- to three-week deployment of six to eight F-16s was planned, but had not happened by mid 2016. 59 In 2016, after several years of delay, 27 F-35A combat aircraft were selected to replace the 30 currently operational F-16s after 2020. 60
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Land capabilities

The small Frømandskorps (Frogman Corps) special forces unit based in Greenland has a partly Arctic role, while the Jaeger special forces based in Denmark are also available for Arctic duties. Both units are being expanded from 130–150 troops to 200–300 troops each, respectively. Denmark also maintains a small (around a dozen troops) military patrol force on Greenland, the Slædepatrulje Sirius (Sledge Patrol Sirius).

Sea capabilities

Denmark’s three large frigates and two frigate/support ships are able to operate in Arctic waters but are not ice-strengthened. However, four Thetis OPV/frigates, which were commissioned in the early 1990s and designed for patrols in the North Atlantic and off Greenland, are capable of breaking ice up to 1 metre thick. Two smaller, but potentially more heavily armed, ice-strengthened Rasmussen OPV/light corvettes dedicated for patrols off Greenland were ordered in 2004 and commissioned in 2008–2009. One ice-strengthened Tulugaq large patrol craft also operates from Greenland. A third Rasmussen OPV was ordered in late 2013 and is to enter service in 2017 or 2018. Also chosen for their usefulness in the Arctic, nine larger MH-60R helicopters are replacing the Lynx helicopters used on naval frigates and corvettes. The Danish Navy has a base at Kangilinnguit (Grønnedal) in the south of Greenland.

IV. Norway

Until recently, Norwegian–Russian relations were considered to be very good. Norway and Russia were increasingly cooperating in the European Arctic area and they held several joint military exercises. However, in
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recent years Norwegian political and military leaders have noted significant changes in the security environment, including increasing concerns about Russia. While not named as a direct military threat to Norway, Russia’s military modernization and especially its more assertive policies in Europe ‘have created uncertainty’.70 A strategic military review, the ‘Norwegian Armed Forces in transition’, was started in October 2014 and presented in October 2015.71 The review outlines a stronger military presence in Finnmark, the northern part of Norway.72 A new Defence White Paper is planned for 2016.73 Since 2009, the Norwegian defence budget has increased in real terms and is projected to increase further until 2017 to cover the costs of ordered equipment (mainly F-35 combat aircraft). From 2018–20 a real-term decrease is planned.74

Norwegian defence policy remains guided by the 2007 Soria Moria Declaration on International Policy, which gave priority to the north of Norway and Svalbard (often referred to in Norway as the ‘High North’) within national defence.75 Norway’s policy remains strongly focused on Russia but it has shifted from emphasizing a potential threat to the whole of Norway to the potential for conflicting interests in the Arctic area.76 However, the increased military capabilities outlined in the 2015 review are mainly directed at a threat against Norwegian territory in the High North, and not in the extra-territorial Arctic.77 In August 2009 the headquarters of the Norwegian armed forces moved from Jåttå in the south of the country to Reitan, near Bodø, just north of the Arctic Circle; the headquarters of the Norwegian Army is even further north, in Bardufoss.78 While the Norwegian Navy remains based mainly in Bergen, in the south, in 2010 the coast guard headquarters was moved north, to Sortland.79
Since 2006, Norwegian, NATO and other allied troops have held biannual large-scale ‘Cold Challenge’ exercises in northern Norway. These have been directed at unspecified threats in cold environments but have also been good training opportunities for potential Arctic operations. In 2013 and 2015 Norway was the lead country for a new set of large military training exercises in the north of Scandinavia called the ‘Arctic Challenge’ (ACE). Involving Norwegian, other NATO, Swedish and Finnish air forces, ACE is to be held every two years.

Air capabilities

Norway operates some 60 F-16 combat aircraft, but in 2008 it selected up to 52 F-35 aircraft as a replacement. The first 2 were supplied to Norway in 2015 for training missions in the USA, 28 are scheduled to enter service in 2017–20 and all 52 are to be in service by 2024. The F-35 aircraft have a significant maritime role and will be armed with the new Norwegian NSM anti-ship missile. Due to their limited range and current lack of tanker aircraft support, F-16 and F-35 aircraft are not much use in the Arctic area outside Norway. However, in 2014 Norway joined with Poland and the Netherlands to acquire a pool of three to four A330 MRTT tanker aircraft, expected to enter service from 2019.

The bulk of what can be seen as a real Arctic capability lies with the six P-3 long-range maritime patrol aircraft, each at least 26 years old. These are to be retired between 2017 and 2028 and replaced by satellite-based sensors, four new surveillance aircraft and six long-range UAVs. The new aircraft and UAVs are to be operational by 2024. None of these had been selected or ordered by early 2016.

A large proportion of the approximately 60 F-16 combat aircraft that Norway operates are based at Bodø, the main base of the Norwegian Air Force. However, the Bodø air base will be closed by the time the F-16s are retired in 2024 and the new F-35 aircraft will instead be based further south at Ørland. In order to patrol the High North airspace, there are now plans for a small number of F-35s to be based at the Harstad/Narvik Airport at Evenes (some 170 kilometres north of Bodø), where the Norwegian Air Force has had a small base for many years.
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Land capabilities

Since a restructuring of the Norwegian land forces in 2009, the winter-trained Brigade Nord (Brigade North) is by far the largest unit of the Norwegian Army. Most of the brigade is stationed in Troms county in the north of Norway, above the Arctic Circle, although one of its two heavy battalions is stationed in the far south, near Oslo. In November 2011 the chief of defence recommended reductions in the size of the brigade. However, the 2012 Defence White Paper left the brigade intact, with two heavy mechanized battalions (equipped for operations throughout Norway and abroad) and one light infantry battalion. Its tanks and other armoured vehicles are being modernized and additional new armoured vehicles are being delivered. The brigade’s air defence will also be modernized and expanded.

The 2015 military review reaffirmed and expanded the modernization of the brigade, and planned to base part of it further north at Porsangermoen Camp. The review also included plans to modernize the equipment of the 17th District of the Home Guard (reserve forces for local defence and separate from the army) in Finnmark, specifically with anti-tank weapons and electronic warfare systems, and to increase its ‘rapid response’ forces—which are meant for use throughout Norway—from 3000 to 3250 personnel. In addition, the review includes plans to strengthen the border guard along the Russian border.

Sea capabilities

The 2015 military review plans for ‘a higher level of activity’ for the navy in the High North, operating from its base in Ramsund (near Narvik, some 200 km north of the Arctic Circle). By early 2011 the Norwegian Navy had replaced its five small frigates with five much larger and more capable Nansen frigates. Because of their size and equipment, the new frigates are able to operate in Arctic waters much more effectively. A large combat support ship, the first ever for Norway, was ordered in 2013 and is to be delivered in 2016. It will give the frigates a substantial increase in range and endurance. Norway’s six Ula submarines can also operate in Arctic waters. However, since they were produced in around 1990, in late 2014 it was decided that the
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Ulas would be replaced with new submarines (the design of which has yet to be determined) from the mid 2020s.\textsuperscript{100}

Norway also operates a large research ship, with electronic and signals intelligence equipment, which is capable of operations in thin ice. A replacement was ordered in 2010 and will be operational in 2017. However, in 2015 there was a decision to modernize and keep the old ship in service too.\textsuperscript{101} The Norwegian Coast Guard operates one large but lightly armed icebreaker/OPV (the Svalbard) and three large Barentshav OPVs capable of operations in icy conditions, all with a helicopter hangar. It also has four other large ocean-going OPVs, which will probably need to be replaced soon after 2020.\textsuperscript{102} With the exception of the Svalbard, none of Norway’s warships or patrol ships can break ice.

V. Russia\textsuperscript{103}

Russia’s Arctic policies are set out in two documents: ‘The Foundations of the Russian Federation’s State Policy in the Arctic until 2020 and Beyond’, adopted in September 2008; and ‘The Strategy for the Development of the Arctic Zone of the Russian Federation and National Security Efforts for the Period up to 2020’, adopted in 2013.\textsuperscript{104} These two documents highlight the importance of the Arctic as a principal source of natural resources by 2020 and the security issues resulting from the increased accessibility of the Arctic region. However, they focus mainly on non-military challenges and underline the importance of cooperation among all Arctic states in dealing with the region’s issues—at least those that fall outside of the current national territories.

In addition to these two general policy documents, the Arctic also features in more specific military and security documents. For the first time, the December 2014 ‘Russian Military Doctrine’ includes the task of ‘protecting Russian interests in the Arctic’.\textsuperscript{105} The July 2015 ‘Maritime Doctrine’ outlines specific military maritime security concerns, with a strong focus on the security of the bases and units of the Northern Fleet in the Arctic.\textsuperscript{106} The documents outline plans for development of Arctic forces under the Russian
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armed forces and other government agencies such as the Russian Border Guards. However, they are clear that such Arctic forces would have as their main task the protection of the northern regions of Russia and the nuclear forces of the Northern Fleet.

To underline the growing importance of Arctic military security, on 1 December 2014 the Russian forces in the Arctic were included in a new Joint Strategic Command North. In addition to expanding the size of the Russian forces in the Arctic and modernizing their equipment, Russia has also increased their training. This is most visible in several large-scale exercises held in the Arctic region in recent years. Such exercises are also used to underline Russia’s new assertiveness since early 2014 in relation to the West in general. For example, in May 2015 Russia mobilized some 12 000 troops and 250 aircraft in its Northern and Western commands in a ‘snap exercise’ and unscheduled response to the Western ACE in northern Scandinavia. An Arctic training centre is also being set up by the Russian military.

Air capabilities

Russia’s air assets in the Arctic region consist mainly of the aircraft supporting the Northern Fleet or stationed in northern Russia, along with some of the aircraft based with the Pacific Fleet. Many of these do not have the range for operations in the Arctic region beyond the Russian territory, but some 100–120 navy-operated long-range Tu-22 bomber aircraft, and Tu-142 and IL-38 maritime reconnaissance aircraft also form part of the fleets. After a 15-year hiatus, in 2007 Russia recommenced regular deployment of reconnaissance and bomber aircraft on missions near or over the Arctic. Russia has also recently started to re-open several of the Arctic air, air defence and radar bases it closed after the end of the cold war. Furthermore, 10 radar bases and 13 air bases are planned along the northern edge of Russia.

Land capabilities

Russia’s ground forces in the Arctic region include naval infantry and an army brigade on the Kola Peninsula. These are winter-trained but are organ-
ized and equipped for operations in the north of Russia, and not in the more inhospitable regions of the Arctic.114

In March 2009 Russia announced a plan for a special military force to protect Arctic interests. In 2011 plans were announced for two Arctic brigades, of 3600 troops each, to ‘balance the situation’ with NATO forces in the Arctic.115 The first, stationed near Alakurtii on the Kola Peninsula, became operational in January 2015.116 One more brigade is being set up in Yakutia.117 However, both brigades are ‘normal’ heavy brigades equipped with tanks and other armoured vehicles and meant for use on the Russian mainland.

**Sea capabilities**

A substantial part of the Russian Navy is organized in the Northern Fleet, the largest of the five Russian fleets, stationed at several large naval and air bases on the Kola Peninsula and along the coasts of the Barents and White seas. The fleet includes most of Russia’s nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs), which operate in the Arctic area (including under the ice) and are protected by surface ships (including Russia’s sole aircraft carrier), nuclear-powered submarines and aircraft.118 These SSBNs are an essential component of Russia’s nuclear deterrent.119 Russia’s second largest fleet, the Pacific Fleet, operates mainly in the Pacific Ocean but also has some smaller bases on Russia’s eastern Arctic coast.

Only the Northern Fleet has a capacity for breaking thick ice with the large icebreaker 50 Let Pobedy. Four small Project-97 icebreakers with the Northern and Pacific fleets are capable of breaking thin ice. The Russian Border Guard operates three Project-97P large armed icebreaking OPVs in the Northern Fleet area and two more in the Pacific Fleet area. Over 20 civilian icebreakers, including several former navy ships, operate in the Arctic, and could if needed be used by the navy.120

The navy is increasing its capabilities for operations in areas with thin ice. A Project-21180 icebreaker/support ship/patrol ship was launched in 2016.
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and is to be commissioned with the Northern Fleet in 2017. It is capable of breaking 1-metre-thick ice and additional units may be ordered later.\textsuperscript{121} Four Project-03182 ‘Small Arctic Sea Tanker’ icebreaking support ships for use in the Arctic were ordered in 2015 and production of the first two started in October 2015. They are capable of operations in 1.5-metre-thick ice and are to enter service with the Russian Pacific Fleet in 2017–19.\textsuperscript{122} In 2016, two Project-23550 patrol ships were ordered for delivery by 2020 and they are also capable of operating in up to 1.5-metre-thick ice.\textsuperscript{123}

With the end of the cold war, the number of Russian SSBNs was reduced drastically and the number of patrols rapidly decreased, until in 2002 no patrol at all took place. Since then, Russia’s SSBNs have become more active, several older SSBNs have been modernized and new SSBNs are being built.\textsuperscript{124} In 2013 the Northern Fleet commissioned the first of eight new Borei SSBNs. By 2015, eight older SSBNs were in service, including six with the Northern Fleet. The Russian SSBN fleet is planned to consist of eight Borei SSBNs, evenly divided between the Northern and Pacific fleets, by 2020.\textsuperscript{125} In 2009 the SSBNs restarted patrols near or under the Arctic ice, including launching a ballistic missile after breaking through the Arctic ice.\textsuperscript{126}

While announced plans or visions that foresee several aircraft carriers and large numbers of submarines and escort and support ships are unlikely to be realized due to their high costs, a substantial increase in the Northern Fleet’s capabilities is ongoing.\textsuperscript{127} Many of the new ships can operate effectively in the harsh Arctic environment and are probably meant as escorts for the more active SSBN fleet. Indeed, the reduction in Arctic ice under which the SSBNs can hide is likely to further increase the need for escorts and patrol aircraft.\textsuperscript{128} Plans for new amphibious ships to increase power-projection capabilities have been seriously disrupted with the cancellation by France in 2015 of two Mistral amphibious assault/helicopter carrier ships ordered in 2010 and 2011, one of which was due to be included in the Northern Fleet.\textsuperscript{129}
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VI. The United States

One of George W. Bush’s final acts as US President was the presentation in January 2009 of an Arctic Policy, replacing the previous policy from 1994. It listed security as the first of six policy priorities for the Arctic. Later in 2009 the US Navy published an ‘Arctic roadmap’ as a guide for its policy, strategy and investments in the Arctic. In May 2013 the US Government issued a policy paper entitled ‘National Strategy for the Arctic Region’, which more or less repeated the 2009 text. It was followed in the same month by the US Coast Guard’s (USCG) Arctic Strategy. However, Arctic security concerns play only a minor role in overall US defence policy. The US National Security Strategy, issued in 2010 by the administration of President Barack Obama, and the US National Military Strategy, issued in 2011, define the goals of US security and military policies but mention the Arctic only in passing. The Arctic is not mentioned at all in a January 2012 document outlining security priorities for the 21st century. Similarly, in the January 2015 ‘Implementation Report’ of the National Strategy for the Arctic Region, military security is excluded from the list of the many major issues of concern. Instead, the report focuses on environmental protection, maritime research and providing support for civilian activities in the Arctic region.

As a result of the increased commercial activity in the Arctic, Admiral Robert Papp—Commandant of the USCG between 2010 and 2014, and US Special Representative for the Arctic since July 2014—has advocated the need to begin preparing, with partners, for operations in the Arctic, including establishing bases. However, he also recognizes that US ‘strategic interests’ in the region are not yet prominent enough to support anything but ‘outreach, planning, and small-scale summer deployments’.

The USA has not yet announced plans for a separate command to supervise military operations in the Arctic. Currently, the Northern Command (USNORTHCOM), the Pacific Command (USPACOM) and the European Command (USEUCOM) all have responsibilities in the Arctic region. However, from 2011 USNORTHCOM has been assigned responsibility for Arctic planning and for coordination with other US and foreign government
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US forces in Alaska fall under the Alaskan Command (ALCOM), which is part of USPACOM. ALCOM consists of 16,000 regular personnel and 3,700 National Guard and reserve personnel. The USA also has a presence in Antarctica and some experiences from there, such as supply by air, are also relevant to the Arctic region.

**Air capabilities**

The Arctic region is important for US and Canadian air and missile defences. NORAD controls US interceptor aircraft in Alaska (Alaska NORAD Region, ANR) and all Canadian interceptor aircraft (Canadian NORAD region). NORAD also controls the North Warning System, which operates air surveillance radars in Alaska, Canada and Greenland.

The USA maintains two large air bases in Alaska, both near the Arctic: Eielson Air Force Base (AFB) near Fairbanks and Elmendorf AFB near Anchorage. Both bases house combat and support aircraft, including F-22 interceptor aircraft and airborne early-warning (AEW) aircraft, and are able to accommodate substantially larger forces. In early 2016 the US Air Force decided to make Eielson the first overseas base for operational F-35A combat aircraft from 2020, but referred to the Pacific theatre and training opportunities as the reasons—and not the Arctic. While the USA has over 200 long-range maritime patrol aircraft, only a few US Coast Guard HC-130 aircraft based on Kodiak Island operate over the Bering Sea and the Arctic.

US forces also have the use of Thule AFB in the north west of Greenland, which has a long runway. It is the most northerly US air base but it currently houses only a large intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) detection radar and no aircraft. The USA is planning to re-establish a permanent presence of ASW aircraft on the Keflavik base in Iceland, where US combat and ASW aircraft were stationed until 2006. The proposed US budget for the financial year 2017 includes funding for an upgrade of the base to house the new P-8A ASW aircraft. This came after the increased activity of Russian submarines in the North Atlantic, which according to NATO reached the levels

---

of the cold war period, and of Russian long-range patrol aircraft near Iceland.\textsuperscript{148}

**Land capabilities**

The army component of ALCOM is the US Army Alaska (USARAK). While it also calls itself ‘America’s Arctic Warriors’, USARAK is mainly made up of ordinary mechanized infantry and airborne troops and is not specifically earmarked for Arctic operations. It has bases near Anchorage and Fairbanks.\textsuperscript{149} In mid 2015 there was a proposal to cut almost 3000 of the 4000 troops in the airborne brigade in Alaska (the 4/25 BCT Airborne) by 2018, as a cost-saving measure. In order to preserve a ‘unique Arctic’ capability, the remainder of the brigade would be formed into a lighter airborne infantry battalion task force.\textsuperscript{150} However, the US Congress resisted the Alaskan cuts and left the proposal out of the final National Defense Authorization Act. Instead, Congress added a provision to assess US security interests in the Arctic and the military capabilities needed to protect those interests in the face of growing Russian capabilities.\textsuperscript{151} A final decision on the cuts has been delayed.\textsuperscript{152} The Northern Warfare Training Center (NWTC) in Black Rapids has a more specifically Arctic role: it is where all US Army cold weather training (including for non-Arctic cold regions) is concentrated.\textsuperscript{153} The army also operates the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory and the Cold Regions Test Center in Alaska.\textsuperscript{154} The 1850-strong Alaska National Guard, supported by the Alaska State Defense Force and several other small state forces, is the most likely army component to have Arctic tasks.\textsuperscript{155}

Since early 2014, US Army units have increased their training in the Arctic. In February 2014 paratroopers from the Alaskan-based airborne brigade made the brigade’s first landing north of the Arctic Circle, followed later that year by troops from an engineer unit. In November 2015, for the first time, the mechanized brigade brought its armoured vehicles north of
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the Arctic Circle. In all cases, however, the number of troops involved was limited: less than 50.\textsuperscript{156} In September 2014 troops from the Ranger Regiment (special forces) joined an Arctic training course at the NWTC—for the first time since 2001.\textsuperscript{157}

Some other US land forces (including the US Marine Corps) have at least partly specific training or equipment for potential Arctic roles or have experience in extreme cold weather operations in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{158} The NWTC trains some 1300–1400 troops from different units annually in Arctic or cold weather operations and demand for this training has increased since US forces were largely withdrawn from Iraq and Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{159}

**Sea capabilities**

While not specifically adapted to ice conditions, the many US aircraft carriers, other major combat ships and amphibious warfare ships are generally capable of operating in northern weather conditions, due to their size. The annual large Northern Edge and Alaska Shield summer exercises included an aircraft carrier group in 2004 and 2009.\textsuperscript{160} In 2010–11 the US Navy tested the *Susitna*, a small experimental icebreaking ferry/landing ship specifically designed for Arctic ice conditions, but the project was later cancelled.\textsuperscript{161}

Most of the approximately 51 US nuclear attack submarines (but not the SSBNs) are known to be able to operate under the Arctic ice and break through the ice from below. Based on the east and west coasts of the USA, Hawaii or Guam, the attack submarines regularly transit under the Arctic ice or break through the ice and surface near the North Pole. The US Pacific Fleet has a dedicated Arctic Submarine Laboratory, which is a ‘center of excellence’ for the US submarine forces responsible for developing and maintaining the Arctic capabilities of submarines.\textsuperscript{162} In 2011, 2014 and 2016 US nuclear attack submarines participated in Arctic exercises, operating together under the ice and establishing a camp on the Arctic ice.\textsuperscript{163}

The USCG, part of the Department of Homeland Security, shoulders the main responsibility for patrolling the Arctic and regularly deploys OPVs in or near the area. However, it has to depend on Dutch Harbor in Alaska, on the southern side of the Bering Sea, as its base.\textsuperscript{164} The new Legend-class (also
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known as National Security Cutter, NSC) large OPVs have been designed partly to be able to operate better in Arctic weather conditions than the previous Hamilton OPVs, but they are not ice-strengthened.\textsuperscript{165} Eight are planned, the first five of which were commissioned in 2010–15.\textsuperscript{166} The USCG operates two large, unarmed icebreakers capable of breaking Arctic ice. One of the ships, Polar Star, was modernized in 2009–13 to last until 2020–23.\textsuperscript{167} In September 2014 the second icebreaker, Healy, reached the North Pole, only the fourth US ship to do so and the first to do so without being accompanied.\textsuperscript{168} The USCG icebreakers have a mainly scientific role in both the Arctic and Antarctic, so more icebreakers have been proposed in order to fulfill all the necessary tasks in both regions. The USCG, for example, has been planning a new third large icebreaker for several years, but according to a 2013 USCG study, six icebreakers are needed.\textsuperscript{169} Several ideas for new vessels have been or are under consideration. A former USCG icebreaker, Polar Sea, has been laid up in a damaged condition since 2011, but in early 2016 the option to refit the ship and bring it back in service was being investigated by the US Navy and the USCG.\textsuperscript{170} In September 2015 President Obama announced a plan to speed up the acquisition of one or more icebreakers, but left the funding issue to Congress.\textsuperscript{171} In 2016 the Senate allocated $1 billion for one large icebreaker to the 2017 navy budget (not the USCG). However, the icebreaker is not expected to be in service for at least another 10 years.\textsuperscript{172}

VII. Conclusions

Even before the Russian invasion and annexation of Crimea in early 2014, some media, politicians and researchers had begun to portray the changes in the capabilities of the Arctic littoral states as a significant military build-up and potential threat to security. Such messages seemed to be validated by the events in 2014 and the subsequent Russian intervention in support of rebels in eastern Ukraine. While these and other Russian and Western actions have strained East–West relations to a level of
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distrust and tension not seen since the end of the cold war, the overall picture in the Arctic remains an almost shining example of proper state behaviour over contested claims.

The 2012 SIPRI review of the then current and projected military forces in the Arctic region pointed to a process of modernization and the creation of new capacity to address challenges associated with the environmental, economic and political changes anticipated for the region, rather than as a response to major threat perceptions in the Arctic. Conventional military forces specially adapted to the harsh Arctic environment were projected to remain small-scale, especially given the size of the Arctic region, and would remain in most cases considerably smaller than cold war levels.

This current review of the existing and planned Arctic military capabilities of the five Arctic littoral states was undertaken in the context of increased East–West tension—the ‘new cold war’ as Medvedev described it. Like the previous review, it concludes that the changes in military forces, structure and policies in the Arctic do not undermine the commitment of all five states to settling Arctic issues in multilateral discussions, negotiations and cooperation. Certainly, all five Arctic littoral states have continued the modernization, and in some cases expansion, of their military capabilities in or for the Arctic. However, these remain limited and have proceeded slowly.

Some of the changes—for example, the acquisition of new combat aircraft by Norway and Denmark, the strengthening of the Canadian Rangers, the main Norwegian land units moving to the north of Norway, or the new Russian Arctic units—have little or nothing to do with power projection into the areas of the Arctic with unclear ownership. Rather, they are for the purposes of patrolling and protecting recognized national territories that are becoming more accessible, including protection against illegal activities. Other changes—such as new but unarmed icebreakers—have more to do with protection of the environment, civilian shipping in the Arctic and civilian research in support of national claims to an ‘extended continental shelf’ under the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).\(^{173}\)

While aircraft and ships play a much more important role for Arctic security than land forces, most of the extensive changes—such as the acquisitions of new combat aircraft or large surface combat vessels by Canada, Denmark and Norway—have a much more general rationale than increasing worries about potential military threats in the Arctic region. Russia’s expansion of its Northern Fleet and other land and air forces in the Arctic, the largest military force stationed in the region, also appear to be more a matter of providing protection for its SSBNs—as the Soviet Union did during the 1970s and 1980s—than a programme building up for a military struggle over Arctic resources.

This main conclusion notwithstanding, an increase of military forces in a region where several states claim maritime zones expected to contain extensive natural resources does give reason for concern, including the potential

for unnecessary incidents and misunderstandings between claimants. In the general security environment since early 2014, of increasing tensions and mistrust between Russia and most of the rest of Europe and North America, responses to real or imagined threats and insults could certainly escalate. Moreover, there is the risk that the security tensions between NATO and Russia elsewhere may spill over into the Arctic region. Russia’s unscheduled large-scale exercises held in response to ACE 2015 are one example of how the security situation has changed since early 2014.

Thus, in order to help mitigate negative perceptions about security policies in the region, as well as the possibility of misunderstandings, the Arctic littoral states need to be even clearer about their military policies, doctrines and operational rules, and should include more military confidence-building measures in their bilateral or multilateral relations associated with the Arctic. Such positive steps in the Arctic may also give an impetus to duplicate this Arctic spirit of problem solving through cooperation and international law in other regions or issues of the current East–West confrontation.

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>Arctic Challenge exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEW</td>
<td>Airborne early-warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFB</td>
<td>Air Force Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOM</td>
<td>Alaskan Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANR</td>
<td>Alaska NORAD Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW</td>
<td>Anti-submarine warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>Intercontinental ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSF</td>
<td>Joint Strike Fighter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUSTAS</td>
<td>Joint Uninhabited Surveillance and Target Acquisition System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORAD</td>
<td>North American Aerospace Defense Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWT</td>
<td>Northwest Territories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWTC</td>
<td>Northern Warfare Training Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPV</td>
<td>Offshore patrol vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSBN</td>
<td>Nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>Unmanned aerial vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USARAK</td>
<td>US Army Alaska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCG</td>
<td>US Coast Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USEUCOM</td>
<td>US European Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USNORTHCOM</td>
<td>US Northern Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPACOM</td>
<td>US Pacific Command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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